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SECr~E'l' 

"'1111e in London yesterday I had four separate meetings wit h t he 

Brit ish s l oe : f i rs tl y , I final1sec1. wi th Brian. Ca r t l edge of the 

Cabinet Off i ce the repo r t of t he Coo r dinatlng Committee t o t he 

Steerins Committee wh i ch dea l s with e duc ati"gnal , cultura l, 

b roadcast i ng and other essent ially non-pol i ti c a l is sues . 

Otherwise I h ad t h0ee sepa r ate mee ting s wi t h Goo dall: the , 
fir st on our own to discus s the Iri s h Speakin g Not e (attached ), 

the s e cond to h a v e a fur t he r discus s ion on the Speak ing Note 

with Br ennan of the NIO on the Br itish side and Amba s s ador Do rr 

on our side. I was invi t ed to have sup~e r .a t their home by 

Goo dall and his wife l as t night; this was e ssentia lly a soci a l 

occas ion. Th e purpose of the present note is to report on the 

excha nges which took place on foot of our.Speaking Note. 

1. beg an by saying that Ministers on trhe Irish side h a d been 

conside r a bly agitated to be told about possible shifts on the 

British side which had emerged at the meeting of 2/3 November 

viz. the positing-of a possible conditional link betwe en the 

establishment of devolved government and the implementation of 

the set of measures which we were discussing and, second, the 

emergence of a new harder attitude to the form of devolved 

governme nt possibly envisaging majority rule. I said that our 

Ministers were alarmed, resentful and extremely anxious as a 
, 

result of being told ~f this development and that it had given 

rise to major suspicions about possible British intentions, not 
It • ....f:.'\ 

alone in relation t6 these two issues~ but in fact in reiation 
• ~> 

to the whole package . ~ I said... that this was the background to 

my instructions which were intended to clarify and fill out the 

Irish .position for the information of the Prime Minister before , ~ 

the Summit so that she would have a much clearer understanding 

of our position than would be available to her simply on the 

British position paper , the language of ~hich wa~ not precise 

and, in the view of our Ministers, at c~rtain pOints 

unsatisfactory. I said that general language was not 

acceptable to us and that a more precise representation of our 

requirements was essential. 
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I also complained strongly about the interview given by Mr Burd 
published in the Sunday Telegraph the previous da y and in 
particular its purport e d representation of the position of the 
Irish Gov e rnment in relation to condi~ions ~or prog ress 
i.e. namely that the Irish Government ac c e~ted that ultimate 
authority would continue to lie with the British Government. I 
said thi; was a glaring breach of the understanding between us 
and was, moreover, nDt in accordance with the facts: neither 
side spoke in a way which committed ~is Government in the 
slightest way. 

Goodall said he understood our reaction in one way but he felt 
that the tone and some of the content of our Speaking lote 
would make things tl more difficult tl • He said that I<'lrs Thatcher 
had cleared the amended version of th~ British sta tement of 
position as the basis for her approach' to the Summit with two 
sma ll textual emendations. He said that, whether Irish 
Ministers were prepared to say this or not, it represented 
astonishing progress on the British side. He said, moreover, 
that the issues which we were now raising on the basis that 
there had been tlretreats tl on the British side , were issues that 
should be raised- between the Taoiseach and the Prime Minister. 
He himself felt that the Irish side had very reasonable grounds 
for complaint and he was cortfident that our concerns would be / " , 

put right. I said that it was all very fine for him to say 
# 

that to me or even ~r me to be incline~~o believe it: -that 
a .... was no good for Iris~ Ministers whose goodwill had been 

severely shaken and who were also beginning to have some doubts 
about the Irish team . , 

Goodall said that he fully understood what was happening: it 
had been his experi~nce with the British Prime f11JIister 
throughout most of the process thus far ., As a fri.end and as 
someone co~~itted to the process, he hoped that our side ~lould 
not begin a round o~ recrim~nation8 or lose the opportunity 
,·.~ch he be_~e'ed the Sl;~mit genuinely still offered . He sa d 
iv 'as ~m ortat~t that both sides .old t_e ~ r nerve during the 
co :ag days 'hen t ere 'ould be intense pressure 0 London and, 
he presu.t;!.ed J bl ~n to go into retrea • 
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Goodall read the paper a number of times and commented 

repeatedly that the tone was not helpful and that there would 

be particular difficulties in relation to the UDR if its 

complete disbandment was an absolute condit~on for the , 
consideration of any new arrangements by the Irish side. I 

I 
pointed out to him .that the Speaking Note called for 

discussi~ns by experts on the establishment of a more 
I 

acceptable system, if such were necessary. He also raised the 
I 

question as to whether we were now reverting to a degree of 

Joint Authority (Para. 10). 

I said that we understood that the British position was that 

they could not contemplate full Joint Authority but that they 

understood that mere consultation was not enough for us. I 

went on to say that so nervous had Irish Ministers become as a , 
result of their retreat on two important points that those 

sorts of verbal assurances were simply not adequate. It was 

essential that we ?et out our position as in para. 10. 

We then discussed over some time the feasibility/desirability 

of seeking to amend the British statement of position to take 

acc0unt of the new British Speaking lote. We agreed - and 

Goodall showed me his minute of this point - that the Prime 

Minister would Use aS,the b&sis of her approach in the Summit 

both the British statement of position (which the British now . 
formally acknowledg~ is in the poss~~si6n of Irish officials) 

and our Speaking Note as handed over yesterday (copy .. 
attached). I should add that during this phase of the 

discussion, Goodall raised with ~e the story on the front page 
, , 

of the Irish Press yesterday and wol1dered how it would affect 

the capacity of the Irish Government to contemplating making 

constitutional chan~e. I said I was sure that i(h-~ Taoiseach 

would regard it as being, on the one hanp, -the resvl t of a 

deplorable indiscretion and, on the other, entirely 

inaccurate. I said that the problems of constitutional change 

were very great indeed the more one thought about them and went 

on to describe the difficulties which would arise not only from 

the issue -itself but from the nature and length of the campaign 

as required under the Irish Constitution and law. 
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Goodall sent copies of the Speaking Note to Armstrong and 

Brennan of the NIO during the lunch-period. 

The meeting resumed at about 4.30 p.m.' Ni th·.Br·ennan and 

Ambassador Dorr present. 

Much of the same ground was covered in the afternoon as had 

been dealt with in the morning. It emerged, however, that the 

"retreat" by the British side had almost certainly emanated 

from the involvement of the Northern Ireland Office in the , 
talks: this became evident when we asked Brennan about current 

efforts by Hurd to have talks with the Northern Ireland parties 

and, more precisely, what he expected to achieve by this 

exercise. He replied that their expectations were not high. 
'-

We said that would accord with our own judgement. He explained , 
almost naively that what he and his colleagues in the NIO had 

in mind was that it would take a long time to implement 

whatever might be agreed eventually between the two 

Governments - on our side the referendum campaign and on theirs 

a considerable body of legislation. Although they had not 

clarified their requirements on the subject, they felt that 

following an agr~ement they would try to establish a devolved 

government with widespread acceptance for Northern Ireland • 
• They assumed that if,-as seemed to them likely, that would not 

be acceptable, then the question of the e~tent to which the 
~ . ~'\. 

joint "arrangements~ would cover the devolved functions would . .., 
have to be reviewed as between the two Governments. He further 

acknowledged that the question of majority rule was not one on 

which they had taken a hard po~~tion but that it might at some . ~ 

stage have to be looked on as a viable possibility. We said 

that the Irish Government could not even begin to think of a 
\.. 

referendum unless all of the proposals had been'formally and 

publicly accepted by the British withou~ any further conditions 

attached or any provision for renewed consultation in the 

arrangements. We explained again at length and in detail the 

enormous difficulties and dangers of a constitutional 
\ 

referendum and said that we were convinced that these were not 

fully understood on the other side. Evidence of this lack of 
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full understanding was the fact that they could think that it 

might be possible somehow to revise.arrangements following 

certain experiments and that provision for such revision would 

be acceptable to us. It was because our fUnisters were alarme d 

at this sort of thinking that it was absolutely essential to 

make our approach fully clear. 
"\ 

Towards the end of the discussion Goodall raised the question 

of a possible less ambitious initiative in the event that 

either Goverrunent decided that the constitutional referendum , 
would be ioo difficult and too dangeous a task for us to 

undertake. We replied in a purely personal capacity and 

reminded him that it had been pointed out .that the legal advice 

following Sunningdale had been that it would be consistent with 

our Constitutional obligations to have the Sunningdale , 
Declaration ratified in an international agreement. We also 

pOinted out that there had been important developments such as 

extradition which had seemed to make very little difference in 

terms of securing an acknowledgement of any changed situation 

from the Unionists. Goodall said that there were even some 

doubts that a change in the Constitution would create such an 

ostensible sense of reassurance. We pointed out that the very 

referendum campaign which would be strongly contested by both 

sides would give unmistakable eviqence of the attitude of the 

people in the Republic to the people of Hqrthern Ireland. 
~~ . 

Goodall wondered whcft sort of "package" short of what was now .... 
be ing contemplated \'I~. might tl)ink of as cons ti tuting some 

progress if we could not provide the Constitutional 

reassurance. We did not take this point further. Goodall said , 
~ 

that he felt the moment was right for an historic move on both 

sides and that he could not see any alternative to the 

constitutional move. if that was to be contemplat~d. 

Very little emerged in the exchanges over dinner which were in 

a social setting \'lith Goodall"s wife and daughter present for 

most of the time. The one interesting point was that Goodall 
\ 

had changed his assessment of Hurd downwards and now (like some 

on the Irish side) rather regretted the departure of Prior. He 

saw Hurd ~s the main source of both inertia and opposition on 
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the British side at a time when the Secretary of State for 

Northern Ireland s hould be strengthening the Prime Minister's 

resolve to move forward. He said that Howe would try to fill 

that role as far as possible. 

Another point to emerge was that the higher level of violence 

on the mining pickets, particularly in Yorkshire earlier that 

day, was a matter of some alarm to Mrs Thatcher and could 

create regrettable .distraction. Next Monday is, it seems, a 

critical day for the rate of returning workers as it is the 

last day When they can return and still cl~im pre-Christmas 

bonus premiums. At the end of the evening as I was leaving, he 

admitted that his own position was not an easy one as he and 

Armstrong sought to pull the Prime Minister in one direction 

with help from H~we against the opposition of Hurd and the NI O. 

'J (V-- ' 
/ ! ~ . 
M.J . Lillis 

12 November 1984 
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